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Introduction: Magnetopause reconnection is known to impact the dayside
ionosphere by driving fast ionospheric flows, auroral transients, and high-
density plasma structures named polar cap patches. However, most of the
observed reconnection impact is limited to one hemisphere, and a question
arises as to how symmetric the impact is between hemispheres.

Methods: We address the question using interhemispheric observations of
poleward moving radar auroral forms (PMRAFs), which are a “fossil” signature
of magnetopause reconnection, during a geomagnetic storm. We are particularly
interested in the temporal repetition and spatial structure of PMRAFs, which are
directly affected by the temporal and spatial variation of magnetopause
reconnection. PMRAFs are detected and traced using SuperDARN
complemented by DMSP, Swarm, and GPS TEC measurements.

Results: The results show that PMRAFs occurred repetitively on time scales of
about 10 min. They were one-to-one related to pulsed ionospheric flows, and
were collocated with polar cap patches embedded in a Tongue of Ionization. The
temporal repetition of PMRAFs exhibited a remarkably high degree of correlation
between hemispheres, indicating that PMRAFs were produced at a similar rate, or
even in close synchronization, in the two hemispheres. However, the spatial
structure exhibited significant hemispherical asymmetry. In the Northern
Hemisphere, PMRAFs/patches had a dawn-dusk elongated cigar shape that
extended >1,000 km, at times reaching >2,000 km, whereas in the Southern
Hemisphere, PMRAFs/patches were 2–3 times shorter.
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Conclusion: The interesting symmetry and asymmetry of PMRAFs suggests that
both magnetopause reconnection and local ionospheric conditions play important
roles in determining the degree of symmetry of PMRAFs/patches.

KEYWORDS
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pulsed ionospheric flows, poleward moving radar auroral forms (PMRAFs)

1 Introduction

Magnetic reconnection at Earth’s magnetopause impacts the
dayside ionosphere in a number of ways. The reconnection electric
field maps to the ionospheric cusp and drives ionospheric plasma to
flow across the open-closed magnetic field line boundary [1–4]. The
plasma flows continue in the open field line region, and depending
on their characteristics, they are named as flow/convection channels
[5–8], flow bursts [9–13], or pulsed ionospheric flows (PIFs)
[14–16]. These flows are connected to reconnected flux tubes at
the magnetopause via Alfvén waves that carry field-aligned currents
(FACs) down the magnetic field lines [12,17]. The upward FAC
illuminates as auroral transients, which are often identified as
poleward-moving auroral forms (PMAFs) [18]. The electron
precipitation associated with PMAFs causes ionization, electron
heating and ion upflow in the F-region ionosphere [19], and
Joule heating is enhanced in the E-region ionosphere [20].
Emerging from the most poleward edge of PMAFs are polar cap
patches [21,22], which are high-density plasma structures in the
polar F-region ionosphere, with typical horizontal extension from
100 to 1,000 km [23,24]. The association between PMAFs and polar
cap patches has been interpreted as the strong localized Joule heating
of PMAFs driving plasma to upwell from below to F-region
altitudes. The upwelled plasma is then transported into the polar
cap by the anti-sunward convection forming patches [21].
Alternatively, it has been suggested that the soft particle
precipitation of PMAFs causes impact ionization, and the
resultant enhanced F-region density forms patches [22].

A question arises as to how symmetric the impact is between
hemispheres. The answer remains elusive because obtaining good
simultaneous measurements in both hemispheres is difficult and
most of the observed reconnection impact is limited to one
hemisphere. All-sky imagers (ASIs) that detect PMAFs and polar
cap patches often only operate in winter where the sky is dark,
unsuitable for interhemispheric comparison. The global radar
network SuperDARN is promising since radars operate in all
seasons. However, interhemispheric observations are still limited
because the backscatter echoes of SuperDARN are often too patchy
to compare on a point-by-point basis between conjugate magnetic
latitudes and local times. Nevertheless, among the few
interhemispheric observations made under southward
Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) conditions, [2] noted a
significant asymmetry in the dayside average flow direction,
where the main flows rotate in opposite directions in north and
south, as expected from the effect of the IMF By component. The
authors further found an asymmetry in the latitude of the open-
closed field line boundary, with the summer cusp at higher latitude.
Wild et al. [25] additionally showed that the flows just poleward of
the open-closed field line boundary are pulsed, and that the

pulsations exhibit a remarkable correspondence between
hemispheres. The correspondence suggests that the flows in the
two hemispheres have a common source at the magnetopause.

Several more events have been reported for northward IMF.
[26,27], and [28] found that the reverse sunward flows associated
with lobe reconnection are significantly faster in the summer
hemisphere than winter hemisphere. Yakymenkoet al. [28] also
found an asymmetry in the flow direction where the sunward
flows deviate more from the midnight-noon meridian in the
summer than winter hemisphere.

Besides the aforementioned ionospheric flow and optical
features, magnetopause reconnection also drives poleward-
moving radar auroral forms (PMRAFs). PMRAFs are poleward-
moving regions of enhanced backscatter power seen by HF radars
[29–31] that often occur near local noon and poleward of the
dayside auroral oval. Using space-ground coordinated
observations, PMRAFs are found to occur in conjunction with
flux transfer events (FTEs) at the high latitude magnetopause
[32] and pulsed particle signatures in the mid-altitude cusp [31].
A careful inspection reveals that PMRAFs originate near the
footprint of spacecraft that detects FTEs and then propagate into
the polar cap [32]. This implies that PMRAFs are “fossils” of
ionospheric structuring that takes place at the ionospheric
footprint of magnetopause reconnection.

Compared with other ionospheric features seen in SuperDARN
HF radars (e.g., flow/convection channels, flow bursts, PIFs),
PMRAFs have less strict observational requirement and serve as
a promising candidate to study the hemispheric symmetry and
asymmetry of reconnection impacts. The fossil property of
PMRAFs allows reconnection impacts to be studied and traced in
the polar cap, where the radar Field-of-View (FOV) fans out and
becomes broad. In comparison, other ionospheric features are
mostly confined to regions around the cusp, where they may be
missed or only partially captured by the radars. Moreover, PMRAFs
are detected based on radar backscatter power, which is not critically
dependent on the look direction of the radar. Other ionospheric
features, mostly those based on flow signatures, need to have a
significant velocity component along the radar look direction in
order to be detected, which is not always easily satisfied.

This paper therefore investigates the hemispheric symmetry and
asymmetry of the impact of magnetopause reconnection on the
dayside ionosphere as revealed by PMRAFs under a steady and due
southward IMF during a geomagnetic storm. We are particularly
interested in the temporal repetition and spatial structure of
PMRAFs in the two hemispheres, which are directly affected by
the temporal and spatial variation of magnetopause reconnection.
Despite the small IMF By component, PMRAFs still show
interesting asymmetry, indicating an important role played by
local ionospheric conditions. During the event, MMS crossed the
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magnetopause in proximity to the southern cusp and detected
multiple boundary layers as well as kinetic signature of
reconnection [33]. The current paper complements [33] by
reporting the macroscopic impact of magnetopause reconnection
in the ionosphere and its symmetry and asymmetry between
hemispheres.

It is noteworthy that the ionosphere structure causing the
enhanced backscatter power of PMRAFs has not been
unambiguously determined. Milanet al. [29] observed that
PMRAFs emerge as a continuation of the poleward portion of
PMAFs where the intensity of PMAFs becomes faint. As
mentioned earlier, a structure that has also been found to
emanate from the poleward portion of PMAFs is polar cap
patches. The potential connection between PMRAFs and patches
is strengthened in [30], where high-density patches were observed
simultaneously with PMRAFs. One limitation of [30] is the limited
overlap between the latitudes where PMRAFs and patches were
observed. Instead, the PMRAFs lay poleward of the patches.
Generally speaking, enhanced HF backscatter indicates plasma
instability regions [34], and polar cap patches are subject to the
gradient drift instability [e.g., [35–37]], current convective instability
[38], and Kelvin-Helmholts instability [39,40] due to their large
plasma density gradients and speed [41]. In observations, patches
are frequently found to be associated with SuperDARN backscatter
[42–44]. The current paper will therefore also test the connection
between PMRAFs and polar cap patches.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 lists the datasets
employed in the study. Section 3 presents the solar wind driving
conditions. Section 4 presents the occurrence of PMRAFs in the two
hemispheres, their association with reconnection-related ionospheric
flows, and their 2-D morphology. Section 5 explores the relation
between PMRAFs and polar cap patches based on conjunctions

between SuperDARN and DMSP as well as GPS Total Electron
Content (TEC) measurements. Section 6 addresses the hemispheric
symmetry and asymmetry of PMRAFs, and discusses the possible
causes. Section 7 contains a conclusion of the study.

2 Datasets

We study PMRAFs by taking advantage of the global
SuperDARN radar network. Figure 1 presents the Field-of-Views
(FOVs) of the radars to be analyzed in the AACGM-v2 coordinates
[45]. The footprint of the field line threading MMS is also marked.
We have examined all available SuperDARN data, and the radars in
Figure 1 are selected because they have captured the key properties
of PMRAFs. For instance, the DCE-MCM radar pair in the Southern
Hemisphere traced the transpolar propagation of PMRAFs
(Figure 3), and in the Northern Hemisphere, it is the
combination of the CVW, PGR, and INV radars that traced the
transpolar propagation (Figure 4). The joint FOVs of the RKN and
INV radars in the Northern Hemisphere revealed the 2-D spatial
structure of PMRAFs (Figure 5). This is also where DMSP spacecraft
traversed the polar cap, providing space-ground coordinated
observations for testing the relation between PMRAFs and polar
cap patches (Figure 7). The RKN-INV radar pair mainly covered the
polar region >80° MLAT, and the CLY FOV extended slightly
equatorward. The CLY radar had good conjunctions with GPS
TEC measurements, serving as an alternative dataset for assessing
the relation between PMRAFs and polar cap patches (Figure 8). Last
but not the least, the MCM and INV radars monitored PMRAFs in
the southern and northern polar cap, respectively, offering conjugate
observations for understanding the hemispheric symmetry and
asymmetry of PMRAFs (Figures 9, 10).

FIGURE 1
Field-of-Views (FOVs) of the SuperDARN radars analyzed in the current study at 2245 UT. This is also the timewhenMMS entered themagnetopause
boundary layer from themagnetosheath [33]. Panel (A) is for the Southern Hemisphere, and Panel (B) is for the Northern Hemisphere. The plots are shown
in AACGM-v2 geomagnetic latitude-MLT coordinates with magnetic noon at the top. The footprint of field line threading MMS1 is marked by the red
square.
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We identify polar cap patches using DMSP, Swarm, and GPS
TEC measurements. The DMSP spacecraft provide ion density, ion
and electron temperature, cross-track ion drifts, magnetic field, and
precipitating electrons and ions. The Swarm spacecraft provide
electron density, electron temperature, ion drifts, and magnetic
field. The vertical GPS TEC measurements describe the total
number of electrons contained in a cylinder of cross-sectional
area 1 m2 that extends vertically above a given point on Earth
and extends all the way through the ionosphere [46]. Global
maps of TEC are generated at MIT Haystack Observatory using
a global network of GPS receivers and accessible from the Madrigal
database.

3 Solar wind driving conditions

Figure 2 presents the solar wind conditions on 20 December
2015. A geomagnetic storm initiated at 0313 UT, and reached its
peak activity at 2249 UT with a minimum SYM-H value at −170 nT.
The interval of interest, as shaded in pink, occurred around the peak
of the storm. The interval started at 2000 UT, when good radar
echoes were simultaneously available from a wide range of radars,
although the limited radar measurements before this time indicate
that the PMRAF activity can be traced back to 1400 UT if not earlier.

The interval ended at 2400 UT, when the dense radar coverage
rotated far away from noon. The initiation of the storm was
associated with a sudden enhancement of the solar wind
dynamic pressure (Figure 2B), and the IMF stayed strongly
southward throughout the storm main phase (Figure 2C). The
enhanced dynamic pressure was associated with elevated solar
wind density, as the solar wind velocity only shows small
variations (Figure 2F). The IMF clock angle, defined as the angle
between IMF projection on the Y-Z plane and the Z-axis of GSM
(Figure 2D), mostly fluctuated between 160° and 190° during the
interval as shaded in blue, the median value being 177°. Similarly, the
IMF cone angle, defined as the angle between the IMF direction and
the Sun-Earth line, mostly varied between 70° and 80°, the median
value being 74°. The clock and cone angles therefore confirm that the
driving IMF was quasi-steady and close to being due southward
throughout the interval of our interest.

4 PMRAF occurrence, association with
PIFs, and 2-D morphology

In this section, we present the occurrence of PMRAFs in the
two hemispheres, their association with reconnection-related
ionospheric flows, and their 2-D morphology based on
SuperDARN observations. Figures 3A, B present the
occurrence and transpolar propagation of a series of PMRAFs
in the Southern Hemisphere based on the SuperDARN radar
backscatter power. The selection of the radar beam for plotting is
based on which beam captured the clearest structures (same for
below). During the interval of interest, some of the SuperDARN
radars operated in a special mode named Radiation Belt Storm
Probes (RBSP) mode, where high cadence data of ~19 s are
available along three camping beams. The priority of beam
selection will further be given to those camping beams. An
example of the camping beam is the MCM beam 3 in
Figure 3A (RBSP mode until 2200 UT). In comparison, the
DCE radar in Figure 3B was not operated in the RBSP mode
and the data were only available at 2-min cadence.

In Figures 3A, B, PMRAFs, as delineated by the black dashed
lines, appeared as traces of strong backscatter originating
between −78° and −82° MLAT in the FOV of the DCE radar and
moving continuously poleward into the FOV of the MCM radar.
Note that the latitude of the MCM radar measurements first
decreases (e.g., see tick values from −85.6° to −86.6°) and then
increases (e.g., from −86.6° to −85.6°). This is because with increasing
range gate (shown in blue on the right axis) the FOV extends from
the dayside into the nightside polar cap. Figure 3A also contains
strong backscatter echoes that suddenly emerged within the MCM
FOV without a clear source within the DCE FOV, as marked by the
black arrows. The DCE radar may have either missed the source of
these PMRAFs due to the low cadence data, or these PMRAFs may
have formed outside the DCE FOV and entered the MCM FOV at a
later stage of their transpolar propagation. The high-cadence MCM
data suggest that the PMRAFs recurred on a time scale on the order
of 10 min. The repetition rate may have continued into the period of
the radar’s low-cadence operation after 2200 UT, but the low
cadence data have only resolved groups of PMRAFs without
differentiating individual structures.

FIGURE 2
Overview of the geomagnetic storm on 20 December 2015.
From top to bottom (A–F) shows the SYM-H index, solar wind
dynamic pressure, IMF in GSM coordinates, IMF clock angle, IMF cone
angle, and solar wind speed. The interval under analysis is shaded
in pink.
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To investigate the relation between PMRAFs with ionospheric
flows, specifically those flows driven by magnetopause reconnection,
Figures 3C, D present the line-of-sight (LOS) velocity along two of
the DCE radar beams. A series of PIFs can be identified as traces of
fast flows (colored in red) moving poleward, some of them being
only discernable along Beam 7 (Figure 3D) when Beam 12
(Figure 3C) was not at a favorable look direction. After 2300 UT,
the DCE radar rotated away from the convection throat and even
Beam 7 no longer had a favorable look direction, as seen from the
overall slower convection velocities (green and blue colors) in
Figure 3D. The fast flows are deemed PIFs because they were
separated in time by slower flows, i.e., being pulsed. The
repetition of the PIFs coincided with that of the PMRAFs within
the DCE FOV, and a one-to-one correlation can be identified
between the PIFs and the PMRAFs, supporting that they were
driven by the same magnetospheric process that being
magnetopause reconnection. Interestingly, different from the
PMRAFs which originated between −78° and −82° MLAT within
the DCE FOV, the origin of the PIFs can be traced to a latitude
equatorward of the DCE FOV, implying a latitudinal separation
of >2°. This suggests that the PMRAFs were not formed at the
footprint of magnetopause reconnection, but at a later stage after the
PIFs and associated reconnected flux tubes propagated some
distance into the open field line region. This finding is consistent
with [29], who found that PMRAFs emerge from where the intensity
of PMAFs has become faint.

PMRAFs in the Northern Hemisphere are presented in Figures
4A, B. Here only data during the first half of the event, which is
2000–2200 UT, are shown since the availability of PGR data
(Figure 4B) was limited afterwards. The INV radar (Figure 4A)

continued to detect PMRAFs deep in the polar cap until 2400 UT
similarly to the Southern Hemisphere radars, and an
interhemispheric comparison of the deep polar-cap PMRAFs is
conducted in Section 6. Despite the somewhat noisy data, traces
of PMRAF can be identified in the PGR FOV, as delineated by the
black dashed lines. PMRAF 1 and 3 contain substructures that
seemingly suggest that each trace consisted of two closely spaced
PMRAFs. The delineated PMRAFs persisted into the INV FOV, and
PMRAF 1 and 3 even “re-brightened,” as marked by the black
arrows. The cause of re-brightening is not precisely known. It may
suggest a re-organization or re-structuring of PMRAFs. The fact that
re-brightening occurred for PMRAFs that contained substructures
may indicate a potential role of the substructures. It may also imply,
by analogizing to the Southern Hemisphere, emergence of patches
that did not have a clear source in the PGR FOV. If so, these patches
were so closely spaced that even the high-cadence RBSP mode data
cannot clearly distinguish.

Similar to those in the Southern Hemisphere, the PMRAFs in
the Northern Hemisphere were associated with PIFs. The PIFs were
captured by the CVW radar in Figure 4C, where the fast flows were
separated in time by slower flows (the CVW data have been
smoothed with a window size of three samples to reduce
noisiness). The traces of the PIFs are associated with a steeper
slope than the PMRAFs because the utilized radars have different
look directions (the slope is determined by the distance travelled by
the PIFs/PMRAFs projected into the radar look direction). The PIFs
originated from ~66° to 67° MLAT, which is 2°–4° equatorward of the
PMRAFs. The latitude of 66° MLAT is also where the open-closed
field line boundary was located. This is because Figure 4D shows the
radar spectral width, and the open-closed field line boundary can be

FIGURE 3
Occurrence of PMRAFs and PIFs in the SouthernHemisphere. From top to bottom (A–D) shows radar backscatter power along Beam03 of theMCM
radar, backscatter power along Beam 11 of the DCE radar, and line-of-sight (LOS) velocity along Beam 12 and Beam 07 of the DCE radar. Positive LOS
velocities indicate plasma moving away from the radar. Traces of poleward-propagating PMRAFs and PIFs are delineated by the black dashed lines. The
first four PMRAFs are also numbered, which are used in Figure 10 to illustrate the 2-D spatial structure of PMRAFs. PMRAFs that emerged within the
MCM FOV without a clear source in the DCE FOV are marked by the arrows.
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identified as the transition from low to high spectral width from low
to high latitudes [47,48]. Therefore, the Northern Hemisphere
observation also suggests that despite being one-to-one related to
PIFs, PMRAFs were not formed until PIFs propagated some
distance into the open field line region.

The 2-D spatial structure of the PMRAFs is presented in
Figure 5. Here we focus on the Northern Hemisphere, and the
interhemispheric comparison with the Southern Hemisphere is
conducted in Section 6. In the Northern Hemisphere, the
combined FOVs of two radars have captured the spatial structure
of the PMRAFs, where RKN captured the dawnward edge of the
structures, and INV captured the duskward edge. The PMRAFs are
numbered following the order of their occurrence in Figure 4.
Overall the PMRAFs exhibited a dawn-dusk elongated cigar
shape propagating anti-sunward. Based on manual measurement
(uncertainty about 100 km), the dawn-dusk extent of PMRAFs 1-
4 was about 1,600 km within the radar FOVs, although the value is
likely to be a lower limit estimate as the edges of the PMRAFs might
have extended further beyond the FOVs. The noon-midnight extent
was about 400–500 km. PMRAF 2 appeared to have decreased in the
dawn-dusk extent as it propagated from Figures 5B, C; however, the
decrease could possibly be instrumental because of the limited radar
backscatter from far range gates. PMRAF 5 still exhibited a cigar
shape although the extent was smaller than PMRAFs 1-4, being
about 1,100 km. The extent of PMRAF 6 was about 1,250 km.
PMRAF 6 was oriented at an angle to the dawn-dusk meridian,
which could result from gradients in the plasma flow during the
course of PMRAF’s propagation, as expected from the small but
finite and variable IMF By component. In fact [49], showed that

large IMF By causes parcels of high density plasma to rotate during
their traversal of the polar cap, where the leading edge may become
the trailing edge.

Figure 6 presents the two-dimensional ionosphere convection
around the PMRAFs at two times, which were chosen to correspond
to Figures 5A, F, respectively. The convection pattern is obtained
from the recently developed Global, Local Divergence Free Fitting
(G-LDFF) technique [50], which is an improvement from the Local
Divergence Free Fitting (LDFF) technique [51] that uses LOS
observations within a given region and fits a velocity field
assuming that the velocity is divergence free. At both instances in
Figure 6, the orientation of PMRAFs is highly oblique or
perpendicular to the convection flow. Although limited in
coverage, available echoes outside the PMRAFs suggest that
convection was not uniform and that it was slower than that
within the PMRAFs (cyan velocity vectors highlighted in blue
circles in comparison to yellow-green vectors). [52,53], and [54]
have shown the presence of fast polar cap flow channels embedded
in the slower convection, where the flow channels canmaintain their
structure and propagate anti-sunward all the way to the nightside
auroral oval. The convection in Figure 6 shows similar non-
uniformity, although the fast flows here did not manifest discrete
channel-like structures.

The time series plot of the convection at the bottom of Figure 6
shows the dynamic ionospheric convection along the 12 h MLT
meridian. PIFs originated from ~66° MLAT and continued
poleward. They appear to extend deep into the polar cap,
resulting in a highly variable convection speed there. Note that
the decrease of the polar cap convection speed towards and after

FIGURE 4
Occurrence of PMRAFs and PIFs in the Northern Hemisphere. From top to bottom (A–D) shows radar backscatter power along Beam 09 of the INV
radar, backscatter power along Beam 13 of the PGR radar, LOS velocity along Beam 17 of the CVW radar, and spectral width along Beam 17 of the CVW
radar. Traces of PMRAFs are delineated and numbered in a similar manner to Figure 3. The numbering is used in Figure 5 to illustrate the 2-D spatial
structure of PMRAFs.
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2200 UT is likely instrumental because, as the radar network rotated
away from noon, the available echoes at 12 h MLT and the radar-
measured LOS velocity both decreased, affecting the result of the
velocity fitting.

As a section summary, PMRAFs occurred repetitively on time
scales on the order of 10 min in both Northern and Southern
Hemispheres, and propagated from the dayside to nightside polar
cap over long distances. They exhibited one-to-one relation with
PIFs, but did not form until PIFs propagated some distance into the
open field line region. In 2-D and Northern Hemisphere, PMRAFs
had a dawn-dusk elongated cigar shape that extended >1,000 km in
the longest dimension, and the orientation was highly oblique or
perpendicular to the direction of ionosphere convection. The
repetition of PMRAFs indicates that magnetopause reconnection
was varying at approximately 10 min, which is similar to the
reported mean repetition rate of FTEs [55,56].

5 Relation between PMRAFs and polar
cap patches

As indicated in the introduction, one candidate ionosphere
structure that causes the enhanced backscatter power of PMRAFs
is polar cap patches. Polar cap patches can be identified in situ by

LEO spacecraft, or remotely by GPS receivers or incoherent scatter
radars. This section employs both types of experimental data to
investigate the occurrence of patches and their relation with
PMRAFs.

During the event, DMSP F16, F17, and F18 flew over the polar
cap, providing in situ measurements of the topside ionosphere,
and Figure 7 serves as an example of the measurements as made
by F17 in the Northern Hemisphere. The spacecraft entered the
northern polar cap at dusk at around 2104 UT as determined
from the reversal from the sunward (positive values of Vcross) to
anti-sunward convection (negative values) in Figure 7D, as well
as the sharp drop of the energetic electron and ion precipitation
that is typical for the auroral oval in Figures 7G, H. Within the
polar cap, the spacecraft encountered a region of significantly
enhanced ion number density during 2108:27-2113:08 UT
(Figure 7C). The density enhancement had a median value of
4.8 × 104 cm−3, which was enhanced by about a factor of 2.2 from
the median value of the entire polar cap, suggesting that the
enhancement is a polar cap patch [24]. The interval when
F17 observed the patch agreed with the interval when
F17 crossed the PMRAF from its duskward to dawnward edge
in Figures 7A, B, providing strong evidence that this polar cap
patch gave rise to the backscatter of the PMRAF. In fact, a careful
inspection suggests that the patch consists of two substructures

FIGURE 5
Selective scan plots that show the spatial structure of Northern Hemisphere PMRAFs as measured by the RKN and INV radar. Panels (A–F) are taken
at time instances labeled at the top left. The RKN (INV) radar captures the duskward (dawnward) edge of PMRAFs, and the combined structure are circled
in red. PMRAFs are numbered according to the order of appearance in Figure 4.
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separated by a minimal density at 2110:20 UT (Figure 7C).
Correspondingly, the PMRAF contained two blobs of regions
of strong radar backscatter (Figures 7A, B), and the spacecraft
crossed the junction of the two blobs just after 2110 UT.

The extent of the patch along the spacecraft trajectory was
2,079 km, which was obtained by multiplying the spacecraft
velocity by the time it took to cross the patch. Here we have
assumed that the patch was stationary during spacecraft traversal.
In reality, patches propagated at the local plasma convection velocity
[57], which according to Figure 6C had a magnitude of about 800 m/
s and was directed mostly anti-sunward. Projecting this anti-
sunward velocity to the spacecraft trajectory yields 70 m/s (angle
of intersection being 85°), which was ~1% of the spacecraft velocity
and hence a minor correction to the estimate of the patch extent.
This extent is comparable with, but larger than the extent of the
PMRAF determined in Figure 4. The difference mainly comes from
the fact that, although F17 exited the PMRAF at 2112 UT in
Figure 7B, it took another minute to exit the high-density patch
in Figure 7C. As indicated in Section 4, the PMRAF extent
determined in Figure 4 should be regarded as a lower estimate.
The PMRAF may have had the same extent as the patch, since its

dawnside edge was cut off by the dawnside edge of the radar
coverage.

The patch in Figure 7C fits into the classification of the classical
(cold) patch as opposed to hot patches. Hot patches [58,59] are
characterized by higher electron temperature than the ions, and the
opposite is true for classical patches. Zhang et al. [58] suggested that
hot patches may be produced when the dayside sunlit plasma is
transported into flow channels, where low-energy particle
precipitation associated with FACs occur. The authors therefore
postulated that hot patches may be the initial creation phase of
classical patches, and classical patches are more mature patches
within which the particle precipitation has ended and the
temperature has cooled down. The observed patch is deemed
cold because the electron temperature was lower than the ion
temperature (Figure 7E). The patch was also not associated with
significant FACs (Figure 7F) or sharp flow shears (Figure 7D),
although the anti-sunward convection gradually intensified
towards dawn. It was not associated with localized particle
precipitation either (Figures 7G, H).

The relation between PMRAFs and polar cap patches is
alternatively assessed using GPS TEC measurements shown in

FIGURE 6
(A, B) Selective convection maps that show the ionosphere convection at and surrounding PMRAFs. Colored vectors indicate the locations where
LOS observations contributed to a fit. Light gray vectors indicate locations where there were no observations. The location of PMRAFs, as determined
based on the radar backscatter power, is circled in red. The blue circles highlight regions where the convection is slower than surrounding. (C) Dynamic
ionospheric convection along the 12 h MLT meridian.
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Figure 8. Global TEC measurements are binned into 1° × 1° cells at
5 min resolution by default, and we further apply a spatial median
filtering with a window size of three data points. One striking feature
is a continuous plume of TEC enhancements that extended from the
dayside ionosphere at 50°–60° MLAT into the polar cap and towards
the nightside. The feature is often referred to as Tongue of Ionization
(TOI) [e.g., [44,60]], and is formed when the anti-sunward
convection expands equatorward and transports high-density
sunlit F-region plasma at mid-latitudes through the dayside cusp
into the polar cap [61].

Interestingly, the TOI was not spatially smooth but contained
localized structures with higher TEC values than the surrounding,
and a few representative structures are circled in red in Figures
8A–D. TOI has long been known to be subject to fragmentation,
where it is segmented into polar cap patches [62,63]. The common
mechanisms include discrete changes in IMF By, Bz, and solar wind
density, speed and pressure; variations in global convection patterns
[e.g., [64]]; flow channels that chop the TOI by elevating the
ionosphere recombination rates [65]; cusp particle precipitation
that increases ionospheric density by particle impact ionization
[66,67]; and transient magnetopause reconnection that displaces
the open-closed field boundary equatorward into the dayside sunlit
plasma [68] (see review by [69]). We therefore refer to the structures
circled in red as patches, although different from isolated patches,

the patches in Figure 8 were embedded in a continuous stream
of TOI.

We now compare the patches within the red rectangle with the
radar backscatter power measured by the CLY radar over the same
area (shown in the inserts). The patches occurred around similar
time and location to the PMRAFs, the latter also being circled in red.
Although the exact location and spatial form of the patches is limited
by the somewhat sparse TEC data points at polar latitudes, the
correspondence between the patches and PMRAFs occurred
repetitively throughout Figures 8A–D, indicating that the
correspondence is not coincidental. In fact, Figure 8F extracts the
TEC value at the red X point (76° MLAT, −62° MLON) in Figures
8A–D, which is along the look direction of Beam 2 of the CLY radar,
and presents the value as a function of time. The TEC shows a series
of peaks, and each peak coincides with a passage of a PMRAF. One
small exception is the peak at 2135 UT which preceded the PMRAF
by 5 min. Considering that the TECmap has a cadence of 5 min, the
difference is regarded as insignificant. Therefore, the remarkable
one-to-one correspondence between the PMRAFs and the patches
suggests that PMRAFs are the radar manifestation of polar cap
patches.

To summarize the current section, PMRAFs are found to
collocate with polar cap patches, the latter manifesting as regions
of enhanced plasma in the topside ionosphere in DMSP data, and

FIGURE 7
Conjunction between SuperDARN and DMSP F17. (A,B) F17 orbit overlain on the scan plots of radar backscatter as measured by the RKN and INV
radar, respectively. (C–H) In situ plasma density (at ~845 km altitude), velocity, temperature, FAC (deduced from magnetic field measurements), and
differential energy flux of precipitating electrons and ions. A polar cap patch is detected and is highlighted in yellow.
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as structures of elevated TEC values embedded within a
continuous TOI in the GPS TEC data. Similar to the PMRAFs
that extended ~1,600 km in the dawn-dusk direction, patches had
a dawn-dusk extent of ~2,100 km. The PMRAFs may have had
the same extent as the patches, where their dawnward edge was
cut off by the limited radar coverage. It is worth mentioning that
strictly speaking, it is the plasma irregularities associated with

polar cap patches that give rise to backscatter echoes of the HF
radar, and that plasma irregularities take time to develop. The
growth time for gradient drift instability, which is one of the most
important instabilities associated with polar cap patches, has
been reported to vary from <1 min to 12 min [41,70–72], the
exact value depending on the plasma convection speed and the
scale length of the plasma density gradient. This may explain why

FIGURE 8
Conjunction between SuperDARN and GPS TEC measurements. (A–D)Maps of TEC. Embedded within the TOI are localized structures with higher
TEC values than the surrounding TEC values, and those structures located within the CLY FOV are circled in red. The region containing the CLY FOV is
denoted by the red rectangle, and the distribution of radar backscatter power over the same region is shown in the inserts. The red circles in the inserts
highlight PMRAFs. (E) Range-time plot of radar backscatter power along Beam 02 of the CLY radar. Traces of PMRAFs are delineated by the black
dashed lines. (F) Time variation of TEC value at 76° MLAT, −62° MLON, which was marked the red X in (A–D). The vertical black dashed lines mark the time
when PMRAFs in (E) passed around 76° MLAT, where the red X is positioned. These vertical lines also approximately mark the temporal peaks of TEC
measurements.
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even though PIFs and patches form within the cusp, PMRAFs do
not form until several minutes later when they propagate some
distance into the polar cap.

6 Hemispheric symmetry and
asymmetry of PMRAFs and associated
patches

6.1 Temporal repetition

In this section, we compare the temporal repetition and spatial
structure of PMRAFs in the two hemispheres. Figure 9 compares the
temporal repetition of PMRAFs based on measurements along Beam
3 of the MCM and Beam 9 of the INV radar. The two radars had FOVs
that extend to the central polar cap, where PMRAFs tend to cross, and
their conjugate FOVs have large overlaps. The findings are not sensitive
to the choice of the specific camping beams because of the large extent
of the PMRAFs. Individual PMRAFs have been identified as traces with
strong backscatter moving poleward, and they are marked by the
magenta arrows. They are also numbered starting around 2040 UT,
when backscatter of the two radars became simultaneously large in
power and quasi-continuous in temporal coverage.

Between 2040–2200 UT, nine PMRAFs were identified in the
MCM radar, with an average occurrence rate of one PMRAF per
9 min. Some of the PMRAFs entered the MCM FOV from the
equatorward edge of the FOV, such as PMRAFs 2′, 4′, 6′, and 7′,
while others entered at a later stage of their transpolar propagation.
Interestingly, the INV radar in the Northern Hemisphere captured
the same number of PMRAFs during the same time period, and the
occurrence time of each PMRAF was similar to those in the
Southern Hemisphere. One exception is PMRAF 7′ which
entered the INV FOV about 10 min later than the time it entered
MCM, but the delay can be attributed to the gap in the INV radar
coverage during 2130–2140 UT. When the coverage recovered,
PMRAF 7’ already propagated to the poleward edge of the INV
FOV, giving an apparent late occurrence time.

The correlated PMRAF occurrence persisted during
2200–2400 UT, but with a larger uncertainty. The uncertainty is
partially due to the end of the RBSP operation of the MCM radar,
after which only low cadence are available (Figure 9C). The low
cadence data cannot resolve PMRAFs that were closely spaced. The
uncertainty is also due to the rotation of the INV radar to a non-ideal
look direction, where the PMRAF traces in the INV radar became
less discrete and showed a decreasing slope with time (Figure 9E),
both indicating that the radar beam intersected the PMRAFs at an

FIGURE 9
Interhemispheric comparison of PMRAF occurrence rate. (A,B) Scan plots of radar backscatter power as measured by the MCM and INV radar,
respectively. Beams selected for interhemispheric comparison are delineated, and Beam 03 of MCM is also overlain onto the Northern Hemisphere for
comparison. (C) Range-time plots of radar backscatter power along Beam 03 of the MCM radar. PMRAFs are marked by the magenta arrows and also
numbered. The numbered PMRAFs are different from those in Figure 3 because here PMRAFs without a clear source in the DCE FOV are also
counted. (D) Time variation of radar backscatter power along Beam 03 averaged over a given latitude range. The latitude range is denoted by the black
dashed rectangle in (C). The vertical magenta lines are used to guide the identification of temporal peaks of the averaged backscatter power. (E,F) Similar
to (C,D) but for Beam 09 of the INV radar. The vertical magenta lines in (D) are overlain but tagged by 3 min. (G) Direct comparison of (D) (red) and (F,D),
where (F) is advanced by 3 min to account for the interhemispheric lag.
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increasingly oblique angle. Nevertheless, seven PMRAFs (numbered
10′-16′) have been identified in the INV radar in the Northern
hemisphere, and the MCM radar in the Southern Hemisphere,
although unable to resolve individual PMRAFs, showed similar
PMRAF groups (numbered 10′−11′, 12′, 13’−14′, 15’−16′).

As an alternative approach of examining the hemispheric
correlation of PMRAF occurrence, we compare the temporal
variation of the radar backscatter at a fixed latitude range. The
latitude is selected to capture the passage of as many PMRAFs as
possible, as marked by the dashed black rectangle in Figures 9C, E.
The latitudinally averaged backscatter is presented for the Southern
and Northern Hemisphere in Figures 9D, F, respectively. The
backscatter power shows a series of peaks, indicative of passage
of PMRAFs. A set of vertical magenta lines has been superimposed
onto Figure 9D to visually guide the identification of the peaks in the
Southern Hemisphere. These magenta lines have a nearly one-to-
one correspondence to the PMRAFs in Figure 9C as expected, except
for PMRAFs 3′ and 4′, which were very closely spaced and manifest
as a single peak, as opposed to two peaks, in the spatially averaged
backscatter power.

The same set of magenta lines is overlain in Figure 9F, except for
being lagged by 3 min. If the PMRAFs in the Northern Hemisphere
were produced at a similar rate to those in the Southern Hemisphere,
the radar backscatter power in Figure 9F should exhibit similar
temporal variation to that in Figure 9D. Indeed, the magenta lines
serve as excellent markers for the variations in the Northern
Hemisphere as well. One exception is the INV peak at
~2105 UT, which corresponded to PMRAF 4’ but was not picked
out by the magenta lines. The missing magenta line, as mentioned
above, was due to the small separation of PMRAFs 3 and 4 in the
Southern Hemisphere, which effectively merges the two peaks
associated with the passage of two PMRAFs into one broad peak.

A direct comparison of the temporal variation of the two radar
backscatters is shown in Figure 9G, where the INV backscatter is
advanced by 3 min. A high degree of correlation is again obtained,
with similar number of peaks occurring at similar instances, except
at intervals of data gap in either radar (shaded in grey).

The interhemispheric lag of approximately 3 min could result
from a number of factors. The location of the cusp may be different
between hemispheres, and [73] reported that the difference varies
with the Earth’s dipole tilt and the IMF Bz component. A negative
dipole tilt (northern winters) shifts the cusp in the winter
hemisphere equatorward with respect to the simultaneous cusp
position in the summer hemisphere. Considering that the cusp is
where polar cap patches originate, a displacement to a lower (higher)
latitude means a longer (shorter) distance for patches/PMRAFs to
travel to the central polar cap. This effect, however, can be reduced
by the IMF Bz which shifts the southern cusp equatorward.
Furthermore, ionospheric convection may be different, and
[27,28] observed that convection can be faster and oriented at a
larger angle relative to the noon-midnight meridian in the summer
hemisphere than winter hemisphere. The event is associated with a
finite IMF Bx component, and this component has been shown to
induce differences in the strength of the Region-1 FACs [74],
intensity and location of the auroral oval [75–78], and value of
polar cap indices [79] between hemispheres. The Bx component also
affects the location of dayside reconnection site by shifting the
merging line northward (southward) for Bx > 0 (Bx < 0) [80–82].

The IMF Bx was negative, and the associated southward shift means
that the distance and time that signals travel from the reconnection
site to the ionosphere is shorter in the Southern Hemisphere (typical
signal traveling time is 2 min [e.g;, [83]]). On the other hand, the
reconnection site is also affected by the dipole tilt. A negative dipole
tilt tends to move reconnection northward [81, 82, 84–86], which
can reduce the IMF Bx effect. The time lag is also contributed by the
different latitudes selected to conduct the interhemispheric
comparison of the radar backscatter power, as the selection was
limited by the available backscatter echoes.

The high degree of correlation of PMRAF occurrence between
hemispheres suggests that the PMRAFs were produced at a similar
rate, or even in close synchronization, in the two hemispheres. Note
that being located within the polar cap, the PMRAFs in different
hemispheres were not threaded by the same magnetic field lines, and
hence the correlation cannot be explained as a result of field line
mapping. The correlation, however, can be understood if PMRAFs
are a fossil signature of magnetopause reconnection. Reconnection
drives ionospheric flows in each hemisphere across the open-closed
field line boundary. If reconnection is bursty, the associated
ionospheric flows would be pulsed, and the pulsations would be
in close synchronization between hemispheres. Although the open-
closed field line boundary at different hemispheres may be located at
different latitudes [2], as long as the boundary is embedded within a
region of high density plasma, such as dayside sunlit plasma, PIFs
would transport the high-density plasma into the polar cap. This
leads to nearly simultaneous formation of polar cap patches, and
hence highly correlated detection of PMRAFs in the two
hemispheres. In other words, magnetopause reconnection can
produce traveling structures, such as polar cap patches and
PMRAFs, that maintain hemispheric correlation deep into the
open field line region.

The highly correlated occurrence of PMRAFs further implies that
polar cap patches were also produced at similar rate if not
simultaneously in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere. This
finding is in contrast to climatological studies of patch occurrence,
which shows significant hemispheric differences. [87, 88] suggested that
patches in both hemispheres tend to occur in local winter. [89, 90], on
the other hand, found that Southern Hemisphere patches tend to occur
in local summer, and that there are more patches in the south than the
north. The studied event occurred near winter solstice in the north, and
is predicted by the former (latter) studies to have more patches in the
Northern (Southern) than the opposite hemisphere, yet similar
numbers of patches are indicated. In general, the formation of
patches requires the dayside open-closed field line boundary to be
positioned at or just equatorward of the terminator at F-region altitudes.
The intense geomagnetic storm condition of the studied event is
associated with a boundary positioned much more equatorward
than normal, which may account for the discrepancy between the
case and climatological studies. More interhemispheric observations are
warranted to understand the hemispherical dependence of patch
occurrence.

6.2 Spatial structure

We now compare the spatial structure of PMRAFs between
hemispheres. The structures of the Northern Hemisphere
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PMRAFs have been analyzed in Figures 5, 7, 10A–D present the
2-D distribution of the radar backscatter power in the Southern
Hemisphere measured by the DCE and MCM radars. The
PMRAFs were highlighted by red circles, and also numbered
according to the order of their appearance following Figure 3.
Note that the MCM backscatter power is shown at instances that
are 7–9 min later than the DCE radar to account for the time
taken by the PMRAFs to propagate anti-sunward into the MCM
FOV. Despite the somewhat limited radar coverage, the spatial
structure of the Southern Hemisphere PMRAFs can be inferred.
This is because the dawnward edge of the PMRAFs was well
captured by the DCE radar, which manifests as gradient of the
backscatter power from red, to green, and then blue. The
gradient is also evident in the MCM radar, and the location
of the gradient, when compared against that in the DCE radar, is

consistent with an overall anti-sunward propagation of PMRAFs
with limited azimuthal motion, as expected for the small IMF By
component.

For the duskward edge of the PMRAFs, the DCE radar did not
observe the dark blue backscatter power background as for the
dawnward edge. However, it detected the decrease of the
backscatter power from red to green for PMRAFs 1–3.
Assuming that the backscatter power continued to decrease at
the same rate as the dawnward edge, the duskward edge was
expected to be located at a distance <100 km from the edge of
the DCE FOV. We therefore estimated the dawn-dusk extent of the
PMRAFs by adding 100 km to the extent covered by the DCE radar,
and obtained an approximate extent of 850, 650, 700, and 750 km
for PMRAFs 1-4, respectively. These numbers were significantly
smaller than the size of the PMRAFs in the Northern Hemisphere

FIGURE 10
Conjunction between SuperDARN and Swarm. (A–D) Selective scan plots that show the spatial structure of Southern Hemisphere PMRAFs as
measured by the DCE andMCM radar. PMRAFs are circled in red and numbered according to the order of appearance in Figure 3. Orbits of SwarmA and C
are overlain in (D). The large radar backscatter power at near range gates is not due to PMRAFs but E-region echoes. (E–H) In situ plasma density (at
~450 km altitude, Swarm A in black, Swarm C in red), cross-track velocity, electron temperature, and FAC (deduced from magnetic field
measurements). Cross-track velocity was only available on Swarm A. Polar cap patch is detected and is highlighted in yellow.
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that were observed at similar time by a factor of two to three. The
noon-midnight extent, however, was similar to that in the Northern
Hemisphere, being about 400–500 km. The overall location of the
PMRAFs was displaced duskward compared with those in the
Northern Hemisphere.

The shorter dawn-dusk extent of the Southern Hemisphere
PMRAFs is supported by the in situ measurements of polar cap
patches made by the Swarm A and C spacecraft in Figures 10E–H.
The two spacecraft entered the polar cap at around 2112:20 UT,
as evidenced from the reversal of convection from sunward
(negative) to anti-sunward (positive) in Figure 10F and the
sudden decrease of FACs to small values (overall <1 µA/m2) in
Figure 10H. Within the polar cap, Swarm C observed an
enhancement of plasma density starting from 2117:45 UT
(Figure 10E, shaded in yellow), which rose to a peak density at
5.2 × 105 cm−3 at around 2118:30 UT. The density enhancement is
a polar cap patch. Swarm A also observed the density increase,
but lagged by a few seconds due to the spatial displacement from
Swarm C in the along-track direction. A close inspection further
reveals that the magnitude of the density increase at Swarm A was
smaller than that at Swarm C until 2118:25 UT, after which the
two spacecraft measurements became comparable. This
difference in magnitude, combined with the fact that Swarm C
was displaced from Swarm A towards the dayside, is consistent
with the two spacecraft straddling the leading edge of the patch.
The patch was associated with electron temperature lower than
the surrounding (Figure 10G), and hence fits into the classical
polar cap patch, similar to the Northern Hemisphere patches.

By comparing the time when the spacecraft observed the patch
with the time when they passed PMRAF 4, we found that the
increase of the in situ plasma density starting around 2117:45 UT
coincided with the spacecraft approaching the front of the PMRAF.
Assuming the same coincidence for duskward edge of the PMRAF,
the duskward edge should be located where the plasma density
decreased, which occurred sharply at 2118:36–2118:42 UT for
Swarm C or 2118:44–2118:48 UT for Swarm A. The obtained
location is consistent with our simple estimate of the duskward
edge being located approximately 100 km from the edge of the DCE
FOV, corroborating the short dawn-dusk extent of the Southern
Hemisphere PMRAFs in comparison to the Northern
Hemisphere ones.

The extent of the polar cap patch traversed by the Swarm
spacecraft is 433 km, which was comparable, although smaller
than, the 750-km extent of PMRAF 4. The difference is probably
because the spacecraft did not fully cross the patch from its
dawnward to duskward edge, but only from the leading edge to
the duskward edge. It is thus likely that the patch and the PMRAF
had the same extent, and the extent measured by the spacecraft was
only a fraction of the full extent.

Although not shown, another polar cap patch was measured by
Swarm B during 2213:59–22:15:00 in conjunction with a PMRAF
within the DCE FOV. The extent of the patch was 464 km, similarly
short to the patch measured by Swarm A and C. The DMSP
spacecraft used to measure the extent of the Northern
Hemisphere patches crossed the southern polar cap on the
nightside, without direct conjunctions with PMRAFs.

Therefore, despite the remarkably high degree of correlation of
temporal repetition, the spatial scales of PMRAFs/patches show

drastic asymmetry between the two hemispheres. If magnetopause
reconnection were the only process determining the spatial structure
of PMRAFs/patches, the structure would be expected to be the same
especially when the prevailing IMF was close to being due
southward. One candidate explanation is that the production of
PMRAFs/patches not only requires pulsed reconnection-related
ionospheric flows, which are magnetically conjugate, but also a
source population of high-density plasma, such as dayside
photoionization plasma. If the distribution of the high-density
plasma along the open-closed field boundary is hemispherically
asymmetric, the spatial extent of the plasma entrained in the anti-
sunward convection and hence the structure of the PMRAFs/
patches will be asymmetric.

Figure 11 compares the distribution of ionospheric plasma from
mid to polar latitudes between the two hemispheres. The
comparison is performed at 2000 UT, when TEC measurements
in the Southern Hemisphere were still dense around noon. Both
hemispheres show the occurrence of a TOI that originated from a
mid-latitude plume often referred to as Storm Enhanced Density
(SED, Foster, 1993). Here, the SED manifests as an extended plume
of enhanced plasma density that spanned from the spatially broad
high density source at dusk, which is the TEC bulge [91], to the
vicinity of the noon time cusp. According to Figure 8, it is the
segmentation of the TOI that produced polar cap patches and
associated PMRAFs.

One salient difference between hemispheres is the TEC bulge.
Specifically, the bulge was spatially more extensive in the Northern
than Southern Hemisphere, with its duskward edge located at 13.4 h
MLT at the base of the SED in the north, and at 15.2 h MLT in the
south. The spatial extent of the bulge is potentially important for the
morphology of the TOI in the polar cap because the bulge serves as a
source population for the SED plume, and because the entry of the
SED plume into the polar cap forms the TOI. An inspection of
Figure 11 indeed reveals that both the SED plume and the TOI in the
Southern Hemisphere had a narrower width (width being defined as
the dimension perpendicular to the channel of TEC enhancement)
than those in the Northern Hemisphere. In fact, by outlining the
boundaries of the Northern Hemisphere SED and TOI based on
gradient in TEC (transition from red to green as delineated by solid
black curve in Figure 11A) and overlaying the boundaries onto the
Southern Hemisphere, we find that the Southern Hemisphere TOI
was narrower and was centered more towards the dusk away from
the noon-midnight meridian, consistent with the comparison result
of the PMRAFs.

Note that hemispheric asymmetry has been reported for the
TEC bulge as well as for the SED plume. For instance, [91] compared
TEC observed by a LEO spacecraft and GPS TEC at the magnetic
conjugate point, and found that the amplitude of the bulge is often
non-conjugate. [92] inspected GPS TEC maps from the two
hemispheres, and observed that the longitudinal extent of the
bulge (see their Figures 6.7 and 6.9) differs between hemispheres,
the difference being very similar to Figure 11. Using data
assimilation [93], reported simultaneous occurrence of SED/TOI
in conjugate hemispheres; however, the SEDs showed a hemispheric
difference in both the amplitude and time evolution.

The broader plasma source in the Northern compared to
Southern Hemispheres may appear counterintuitive as one would
expect stronger solar ionization in the Southern Hemisphere near
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winter solstice. The counter intuition highlights the predominant
influence of the geomagnetic storm on local ionosphere dynamics.
Generally speaking, the enhancement of mid-latitude TEC during
storms can be due to advection, either from lower latitudes as a
superfountain effect [94,95] or from later local times [96]. It can also
be due to local production associated either with plasma uplift by
penetration or polarization electric fields [97,98], or with disturbed
neutral winds [54,99]. Evidence suggests that the superfountain
effect is important mainly during superstorms (Dst < −250 nT),
and that local production is important during intense storms [100].
For the studied intense storm, the broader TEC bulge in the
Northern than Southern Hemisphere is possibly contributed by
neutral wind enhancement and the offset between geographic pole
and geomagnetic pole. The offset causes plasma convection and
auroral phenomena, such as penetration and polarization electric
fields, to move toward and away from the Sun. TEC enhancements
should be largest when the geomagnetic pole is tilted towards the
Sun, which is 1900 UT for the Northern Hemisphere, and 0700 UT
for the Southern Hemisphere [98]. The time when the studied event
occurred favors the former more than the latter. Equatorward-
propagating disturbance neutral winds, as driven by Joule heating
at high latitudes, push plasma upward along magnetic field lines
enhancing TEC, whereas poleward-propagating winds from the
opposite hemisphere reduce TEC. The broader northern TEC
bulge may imply a broader equatorward wind surge than that in
the Southern Hemisphere. However, existing wind measurements
are too sparse to test this inference, and future simulation efforts are
warranted.

In brief, PMRAFs exhibited a remarkably high degree of
correlation of temporal repetition between hemispheres, as
evidenced by the similar number of PMRAFs and by the similar
temporal variation of radar backscatter power. This indicates that
PMRAFs were produced at a similar rate, or even in close
synchronization, in the two hemispheres. The correlation can be
understood as magnetopause reconnection driving ionospheric

flows that pulse in close synchronization between the two
hemispheres. These flows transport the subauroral high-density
plasma into the polar cap, forming patches/PMRAFs. However,
the spatial structure of PMRAFs was asymmetric, with the Southern
Hemisphere PMRAFs 2–3 times shorter in the dawn-dusk direction
than the Northern Hemisphere ones. The difference is attributed to
the hemispherically asymmetrical distribution of the high-density
plasma source along the dayside open-closed field line boundary.
The source distribution determines the spatial extent of plasma
entrained in the anti-sunward convection, and hence the extent of
patches/PMRAFs.

7 Conclusion

The impact of Earth’s magnetopause reconnection on the
dayside ionosphere and its hemispherical symmetry is
investigated based on interhemispheric observations of PMRAFs
during a geomagnetic storm. The storm is characterized by an IMF
that was quasi-steady and close to being due southward, and
signatures of active reconnection have been detected by MMS
spacecraft crossing the magnetopause boundary layer. The
interhemispheric observations of PMRAFs presented here suggest
the following.

1. PMRAFs occurred repetitively on time scales of about 10 min,
and propagated from the dayside to nightside polar cap over long
distances. They exhibited one-to-one relation with pulsed
ionospheric flows, but did not form until the flows propagated
some distance into the open field line region. The delayed
formation is because the plasma irregularities that give rise to
PMRAFs take time to develop and is consistent with being a fossil
signature of magnetopause reconnection.

2. The temporal repetition of PMRAFs exhibited a remarkably high
degree of correlation between hemispheres, indicating that

FIGURE 11
GPS TEC maps that show the extension of the polar TOI from a SED plume, which is further extended from a TEC bulge. Panel (A) shows the
Northern Hemisphere, and the boundaries of the SED plume and TOI are delineated by the black solid curve based on regions of large TEC (red color). The
boundaries are overlain onto the Southern Hemisphere in Panel (B) to guide the interhemispheric comparison of the spatial extent.
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PMRAFs were produced at a similar rate, or even in close
synchronization, in the two hemispheres.

3. The spatial structure of PMRAFs exhibited significant
hemispherical asymmetry. In the Northern Hemisphere,
PMRAFs had a dawn-dusk elongated cigar shape that
extended >1,000 km, at times reaching >2,000 km, in the
longest dimension, whereas in the Southern Hemisphere,
PMRAFs were 2–3 times shorter.

4. Both magnetopause reconnection and local ionospheric
conditions play important roles in determining the degree of
symmetry of PMRAFs/patches. On one hand, magnetopause
reconnection drives ionospheric flows that pulse in close
synchronization between hemispheres. These flows transport
the subauroral high-density plasma into the polar cap,
forming patches/PMRAFs that exhibit symmetric temporal
repetition. On the other hand, the distribution of the high-
density plasma at the dayside open-closed field line boundary
determines the spatial extent of plasma entrained in the anti-
sunward convection, and hence the structure of patches/
PMRAFs. Although reconnection-driven ionospheric flows are
nearly magnetically conjugate under a due southward IMF, the
distribution of the high-density plasma is subject to local
processes, such as neutral wind pattern or separations between
geographic pole and geomagnetic pole.

5. The ionospheric structure that causes the enhanced backscatter
power of PMRAFs appears to be polar cap patches. Patches are
collocated with, and have a comparable dawn-dusk extent to
PMRAFs, with differences explainable by radars partly capturing
PMRAFs or spacecraft partly crossing patches.

These characteristics of PMRAFs are observed under a nearly
due southward IMF, and additional asymmetry might occur if the
IMF had a strong By component. For instance, a positive By
component moves the cusp towards the afternoon (morning)
sector in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere, affecting the
location of PMRAF origin. Since the TEC bulge is located in the
afternoon sector, the proximity (distance) of the cusp to the plasma
source may affect the extent of PMRAFs, which increases (decreases)
the extent in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere, intensifying the
hemispheric asymmetry. Furthermore, PMRAFs will propagate
across the polar cap in a direction which deviates from the anti-
sunward direction, pointing towards dawn (dusk) in the Northern
(Southern) Hemisphere.
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